
'Supporting people who work to support
others'

Now more than ever is a time for reflection on how we can
support and safeguard ourselves and those we work with whether they
are colleagues, audiences or participants. 

Ubiquitous Arts are offering the following online courses specially
tailored to the arts, culture and heritage
sectors:

- SAFEGUARDING 
- MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID

We understand that in this difficult time and many
freelancers and organisations are struggling to find the time and
resources to engage with development opportunities but the long-term
benefits of training with us are well worth your very competitive short
term investment.

Book: www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/ubiquitous-arts-30714797016

Website: www.ubiqarts.org

Email: lesley@ubiqarts.org

Valuable networking
opportunities with creatives

from across the UK and
resources to takaway

afterwards

Sessions delivered in an
efficient, timely manner - have

your qualification with a
single am/pm session with
flexible assessment times

Fully interactive sessions
making the most of the
technology while being

user friendly and reliable

Relaxed sessions delivered
via Zoom with an

experienced, qualified
industry professional, with
follow up support available

http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/ubiquitous-arts-30714797016
http://www.ubiqarts.org/
http://ubiqarts.org/


Ubiquitous Arts Director Lesley Wood is a creative
and educational professional with more than 20
years’ in depth experience of working across the
creative, heritage, education and cultural sectors.
Lesley brings a 360 approach to her work linking
theory, sector guidance and practical hands on
experience and knowledge to support others in
developing their practice.

Lesley has written in depth about a range of issues
relevant to education, heritage, culture and arts,
including the recent blog 'Online safeguarding for
creative practitioners, organisations & professionals
during Covid 19: The Seven P's of Online
Safeguarding' which explores the importance of
safeguarding awareness for freelance creatives,
practitioners and professionals.

Read more here: www.ubiqarts.org/blog

Book: www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/ubiquitous-arts-30714797016

Website: www.ubiqarts.org

Email: lesley@ubiqarts.org

"The MHFA course was really great value, both
in terms of my time and money. I felt connected

to the tutor and other participants during the
online session and the resources and

interactivity were really thought provoking and
I feel they have made my practice more

confident, safe and inclusive in a way that
complemented my own lived experience
without being triggering or patronising." 

 
(Freelancer and mental health survivor working

in media and community wellbeing)

"Over the last 3 years I have worked with Lesley
in various ways, both as an artist delivering to

students undertaking Arts Award and as an
independent evaluator assessing the impact of
an ongoing project taking place in our school.

Her invaluable contribution has helped to
shape both the ongoing project and our schools

Artsmark journey."
 

Rachel Benson (Director of Specialism)
Collingwood Media Arts College

Special rates available for
block bookings, limited

bursaries for freelancers on
low incomes 

 
Course content can flexible to

your needs

" I really enjoyed learning this new skill. I
am excited to keep learning and growing
with this. I feel like this should be shared
with every business in the UK whatever

stage they are at. Lesley was very
knowledgeable & was great at putting me

at ease during the assessment and
preparing me for it. I am happy to see that

Mental Health is being taken this
seriously." (MHFA Course Attendee)

@UbiLesley

https://www.ubiqarts.org/blog
http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/ubiquitous-arts-30714797016
http://www.ubiqarts.org/
http://ubiqarts.org/
https://twitter.com/UbiLesley

